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Story

Time to sleep, little dog!

The little dog of the Bunt family has had a great day, but now in the evening he is getting very tired. Before

he goes to bed, he looks in on his friends the cat, the mouse and the children and wishes them a good

night. See you all tomorrow! A lovely story to fall asleep to for all little dog lovers.

 Repetitions in the text have a calming and relaxing effect

 For reading aloud and cuddling together

 Atmospheric illustrations by Dominik Rupp

Natalie Mendes

Natalie Mendez was born and grew up in Ravensburg, Germany. Even as a child she came up with stories

and filled up numerous notepads with them. For her it was always clear that one day she would become an
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author. After her German-studies she worked for several years in different children's and young adults' book

publishers, until she decided to fully commit herself to her writing. Today the author lives on the outskirts of

the Swabian Alb together with her husband and daughter, as well as a dog, a cat, two turtles and four

chickens.
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More titles by this author

Good Night, Little Fire Truck!

Reading Lion Champion, The

Magical Sword – The Stolen

Dragon's Gold

Reading Lion Champion, The

Magical Sword – The Secret Of

The Prince’s Pyramid

Good Night, Dear Tractor! Good Night, Dear Forest

Animals!

Good Night, Dear Zoo Animals!

Good Night, Little Police Car! Good Night, Little Digger! Good Night, Dear Farm!

... and 1 more titles by this author.
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